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IntroductionIntroduction

nn IT: Most OECD CBs and many EM IT: Most OECD CBs and many EM 
CBsCBs

nn No No ““Rules of the GameRules of the Game””
nn Why? Perceived BenefitsWhy? Perceived Benefits
nn Controversy over benefits, and if IT Controversy over benefits, and if IT 

represents substantive policy shiftrepresents substantive policy shift



MotivationMotivation

1.1. Most work on ICs, but EMs different Most work on ICs, but EMs different 
nn Institutions, credibility, exposure to Institutions, credibility, exposure to 

external shocks, financial developmentexternal shocks, financial development

2.2. Mixed IT strategy? Real exchange rate Mixed IT strategy? Real exchange rate 
targetingtargeting

3.3. Distinction Distinction b/tb/t commodity and noncommodity and non--
commodity export concentrationcommodity export concentration

4.4. Advantages of panel approach: focus Advantages of panel approach: focus 
on common elements associated with on common elements associated with 
IT regimesIT regimes



Relevance to India?Relevance to India?

nn Further external and internal Further external and internal 
liberalization  >> stable monetary liberalization  >> stable monetary 
policy regime?policy regime?

nn Evaluate existing regime in light of Evaluate existing regime in light of 
proven alternativesproven alternatives



Literature Review: IT Macro EffectsLiterature Review: IT Macro Effects

1.1. Mixed results for ICs in terms of Mixed results for ICs in terms of 
average inflation, inflation volatility, average inflation, inflation volatility, 
expected inflation, output volatilityexpected inflation, output volatility
nn Johnson, 2002Johnson, 2002
nn Mishkin and SchmidtMishkin and Schmidt--Hebbel, 2007Hebbel, 2007
nn Ball and Sheridan, 2005Ball and Sheridan, 2005

2.2. More supportive results for IT in EMsMore supportive results for IT in EMs
nn IMF, 2005     (13 IT, 29 nonIMF, 2005     (13 IT, 29 non--IT EMs)IT EMs)
nn ConConççalvesalves and and SallesSalles, 2008 (36 EMs), 2008 (36 EMs)



Literature Review: Policy FunctionsLiterature Review: Policy Functions

1.1. ICsICs
nn Find differences in IT and nonFind differences in IT and non--IT policy IT policy 

rulesrules
•• MohantyMohanty and and KlauKlau (2005), Edwards (2006), (2005), Edwards (2006), 

CorboCorbo et al. (2001)et al. (2001)
nn Do not find differences: Do not find differences: Drueker and Fisher Drueker and Fisher 

(1996, 2006)(1996, 2006)

2.2. EMsEMs
nn SchmidtSchmidt--Hebbel and Werner (2002): Hebbel and Werner (2002): 

•• Brazil, Chile, Mexico: Taylor Rules, time seriesBrazil, Chile, Mexico: Taylor Rules, time series
•• Short samples (Monthly, Quarterly)Short samples (Monthly, Quarterly)
•• Real interest rate equationsReal interest rate equations
•• Inflation gap significant only for BrazilInflation gap significant only for Brazil
•• Respond to exchange rates: Respond to exchange rates: ““dirty floatersdirty floaters””



EM Policy Functions (cont.)EM Policy Functions (cont.)
nn CordoCordo et al. (2001)et al. (2001)

•• Taylor rules, 8 EMs, 1990Taylor rules, 8 EMs, 1990--99, Quarterly data, time series99, Quarterly data, time series
•• Classification: IT, potential IT, nonClassification: IT, potential IT, non--ITIT
•• IT and potential IT: 4 of 6 respond to inflationIT and potential IT: 4 of 6 respond to inflation
•• Do not test external variablesDo not test external variables

nn MohantyMohanty and and KlauKlau (2004)(2004)
•• Modified Taylor rules for 13 EMs and transition economiesModified Taylor rules for 13 EMs and transition economies
•• Times series, and focus on real exchange ratesTimes series, and focus on real exchange rates
•• RER significant in 10/13 cases, frequently stronger than RER significant in 10/13 cases, frequently stronger than 

response to inflation; conclude response to inflation; conclude ““fear of floatingfear of floating””
nn Edwards (2006)Edwards (2006)

•• Cross section regressions on 13 EMs Cross section regressions on 13 EMs 
•• Taylor rule regressions with real exchange ratesTaylor rule regressions with real exchange rates
•• Finds countries with historically high inflation rates and high Finds countries with historically high inflation rates and high 

real exchange rate volatility tend to respond to RER real exchange rate volatility tend to respond to RER 
movements strongermovements stronger



nn Our workOur work
•• Focuses on policy functions (Taylor Focuses on policy functions (Taylor 

rules) rules) 
•• Compares EM regimes: IT and nonCompares EM regimes: IT and non--ITIT
•• Focus: Focus: 

nn Is it real in EMs?Is it real in EMs?
nn Mixed IT Strategy: Real exchange ratesMixed IT Strategy: Real exchange rates
nn Differences Differences b/tb/t commodity and noncommodity and non--

commodity IT countriescommodity IT countries
nn Panel dataPanel data–– common elementscommon elements



Why might real exchange rates Why might real exchange rates 
enter in EM policy functions?enter in EM policy functions?

nn RER may influence future inflation, and hence be an RER may influence future inflation, and hence be an 
indicator for a forwardindicator for a forward--looking central bank looking central bank 

nn Potential output,     depends negatively on exchange rate Potential output,     depends negatively on exchange rate 
volatility: volatility: 

nn Why? E.g. Why? E.g. AghionAghion, , BachcettaBachcetta, , RanciereRanciere, Rogoff (2006): , Rogoff (2006): 
RER volatility reduces potential output (growth) due to RER volatility reduces potential output (growth) due to 
financial channels; financial channels; 
•• Increasing expected costs of funds when agency and contract Increasing expected costs of funds when agency and contract 

enforcement costs are prevalentenforcement costs are prevalent
•• Financial system is shallowFinancial system is shallow
•• Trade openness is significant Trade openness is significant 
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c=0 c=1

Two Parameters for RER Response: Pure IT (c=0) and 
Mixed Strategy (c=1). Note: Feeding (A5) into (A2), 
Min Loss Function for alternative values of <a, b, c>



DataData

nn 16 EMs from Morgan Stanley MSCI EM list16 EMs from Morgan Stanley MSCI EM list
nn Exact date of IT from Mishkin and Exact date of IT from Mishkin and 

SchmidtSchmidt--Hebbel (2006)Hebbel (2006)
nn Period: 1989Q1 Period: 1989Q1 –– 2006Q42006Q4
nn Delete very high inflation periods (above Delete very high inflation periods (above 

40%)40%)
nn GDP Gap: HP filter; real effective ex. rate; GDP Gap: HP filter; real effective ex. rate; 

money market interest rate; CPI for money market interest rate; CPI for 
inflation; inflation; 





PreliminariesPreliminaries



IT– lower inflation/interest 
rates, greater rer depreciation, 
less reserve growth



Methodology : Taylor EquationsMethodology : Taylor Equations

-Panel Fixed Effects

-Hausman-Taylor 3-Step IV Estimator  (bias with 
predetermined or endogenous variables)



Taylor Rules: Persistence, No GDP gap response, Inflation 
Response in IT, RER response in non-IT



Persistence, Inflation gap in IT, output gap in non-IT, 
response to RER and reserves in non-IT



Persistence, Inflation gap in IT, output gap in non-IT, 
response to RER in IT, response to reserves in non-IT



Commodity Intensive IT EMsCommodity Intensive IT EMs

nn Commodity intensive EMs that ITCommodity intensive EMs that IT
•• Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and PeruBrazil, Colombia, Mexico and Peru
•• NonNon--commodity: Czech Republic, commodity: Czech Republic, 

Hungary, Israel, Korea, Philippines, Hungary, Israel, Korea, Philippines, 
Poland, ThailandPoland, Thailand

nn Are they different in the way they Are they different in the way they 
follow IT regime?follow IT regime?







Is the RER targeted because it is Is the RER targeted because it is 
an indicator of future inflation?an indicator of future inflation?

nn If RER is a predictor of future If RER is a predictor of future 
inflation, response of IT CBs to inflation, response of IT CBs to rerrer
could be to offset future inflation could be to offset future inflation 
(not target (not target rerrer))

nn Granger causality tests (VAR models)Granger causality tests (VAR models)



RER does not ‘granger cause’ Inflation



ConclusionsConclusions

nn Inflation targeting is real policy distinction, Inflation targeting is real policy distinction, 
much stronger in IT EMsmuch stronger in IT EMs

nn EMs following EMs following ““mixedmixed”” IT strategy, esp. IT strategy, esp. 
wrtwrt real exchange ratereal exchange rate

nn Response to international reserves and Response to international reserves and 
output gap only in in nonoutput gap only in in non--IT EMsIT EMs

nn Response to real exchange rates strongest Response to real exchange rates strongest 
in commodity intensive EM in commodity intensive EM ITersITers, while , while 
response to GDP gap strongest in nonresponse to GDP gap strongest in non--
commodity commodity ITersITers

nn Focus on real exchange rates NOT due to Focus on real exchange rates NOT due to 
future inflation impacts (forward looking future inflation impacts (forward looking 
argument)argument)



Continuing workContinuing work……

nn Specific target changesSpecific target changes……not not 
assumed constantassumed constant

nn Is commodity IT effect a Latin Is commodity IT effect a Latin 
American (high inflation) effect?American (high inflation) effect?

nn Target zone nonTarget zone non--linear estimation, linear estimation, 
especially for especially for ““crediblecredible”” central bankscentral banks






